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PREFACE 

The attempt to refute the conclusions of criticism by means

of archreology has signally failed. The arcbreological dis

coveries of recent years have indeed been of singular interest

and value: they have thrown a flood of light, sometimes as sur

prising as it was unexpected, upon many a previously dark and 

unknown region of antiquity. But, in spite of the ingeoious

hypotheses which have been framed to prove the contrary, tbey

have revealed nothing which is in conflict with the genera
l
ly 

accepted conclusions of cri tics.* I readily aUow that there are

some critics who combine with their literary criticism of the Old 

Testament an lustoricai criticism which appears to me to be un

reasonable and extreme ; and I am not prepared to say that

isolated instances do not exist, in which opinions expressed by

one or another of these critics may have to be reconsidered in

the light of recent discoveries ; t but the idea that the monu

ments fumish a refutation of the general critical position, is a

pure illusion. By an irony of fate, the only two positions

adopted in the füst edition of the present work, wbich, if Prof.

Sayce's Verdict of llte Mommumls be taken as the standard, must

be deemed inconsistent, the one certainly, the other very prob

ably, with the evidence of the inscriptions, are not critical, but

conservative positions : the possibUity, viz. that there may have

been a ruler, such as Darius the Mede is represented as having

been in the Book of Daniel, and a date as early as c. 586 ll.C. 

for Ob.10·:.u.t A more conclusive proof of the unreality of the

supposed "refutation" could not be desired. 

S. R. D. 

September 1897. 

• Comp. the rcmarks bclow, PP· 3 f., 158 f. 

t Critics are, however, not unfrequently credited wllh opinions contra-

dicting the evidence of nrchreology, which the present writer, at any rate,

has never been able to discover thaL they have really expressed. 

+ See below, pp. 320 f., 499 11offl +• 
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